**NOTES:**

1. **DETAIL SHOWS** [BLUESKIN® VP160](#) ASSEMBLY INSTALLED OVER EXTERIOR GRADE SHEATHING. ACCEPTABLE SUBSTRATES INCLUDE PLYWOOD, OSB, CONCRETE, GYPSUM BOARD AND CONCRETE BLOCK.

2. INSTALL FLASHING AT SILL PAN EXTENDING 6" MINIMUM UP JAMB.

3. **WINDOW FLASHING RECOMMENDATIONS ARE BASED OFF** ASTM E2112 AND MAY VARY DEPENDING ON PROJECT SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS. WINDOW INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS TO BE VERIFIED BY DESIGN PROFESSIONAL.

4. **PRIME** [BLUESKIN® VP160](#) WHERE [BLUESKIN® SA](#), [BLUESKIN® SALT](#) OR [METAL CLAD®](#) LAP ONTO [BLUESKIN® VP160](#). RECOMMENDED PRIMERS/ADHESIVES INCLUDE: [BLUESKIN® LVC ADHESIVE](#), [AQUATACᵀᴹ PRIMER](#) OR [BLUESKIN® ADHESIVE](#).

5. **INSULATION, CLADDING AND OPTIONAL VAPOR BARRIER NOT SHOWN FOR CLARITY.**

6. REFER TO **[BLUESKIN® VP160](#) INSTALLATION MANUAL** FOR RECOMMENDED INSTALLATION PROCEDURES.